One57 residences
surpass the
highest of
expectations that
is suitable for the
most discerning
purchaser.
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Simple French modern interiors offset the
cityscape perfectly, offering a luxurious yet
inviting environment in the heart of the city.
The kitchens are designed by the award-winning
British firm Smallbone of Devizes, and are
handcrafted from solid walnut and include
customized hardware and appliances.

T

hese days, it is not just a woman who can
never be too rich or too thin. You can
say almost exactly the same thing about
skyscrapers, or at least about the latest residential
ones now going up in New York City, which are
much taller, much thinner, and much, much more
expensive than their predecessors. Discover the
new additions the shifting skyline for yourself,
and see exactly what luxurious living is all about
in exclusive, and highly sought after property in
Manhattan - ONE57.
ONE57, formerly known as Carnegie 57,
(nicknamed “The Billionaire Building”) is a
supertall skyscraper that elevates New York living
with the longest South-to-North views of Central
Park ever offered in private residences. Walls of
glass illuminate expansive homes of extraordinary
scale and light. Pritzker Prize-winning architect
Christian de Portzamparc creates a landmark
among landmarks that has forever redefined luxury
living in New York.
The residence apartments at ONE57 have
panoramic views displayed vibrantly through
glass walls, all at 1,000 feet above Manhattan. De
Portzamparc describes the future landmark as being
“integrated within the cityscape,” and that rather than
merely standing out, the tower “naturally belongs” to
the skyline.
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ONE57 - A BILLIONAIRES’ HAVEN

Heralded as NYCs most prestigious address, One57 was designed by world
renowned architect Christian de Portzampar. Located in the heart of the
city on the premier 57th street corridor, this new iconic tower sits steps
away from Central Park and the most celebrated cultural and entertainment
venues, restaurants and exclusive shopping in the world. Soaring 83 stories
above Manhattan, this Full Floor Residence truly defines a new era of luxury
living in New York.

Danish designer Thomas Juul-Hansen was
chosen to design the interiors of One57.
Recognized for his expertise in designing
some of New York’s most notable glass curtain
wall residences, his highly personalized style
is present throughout One57. Taking a cue
from Christian de Portzamparc’s exterior,
Juul-Hansen envisioned discreetly opulent
interiors that reference the great French
Modernists, such as Jean Michel Frank.
There will be a large, private amenity space for
residents in the tower, complete with a triple height
indoor swimming pool, private fitness center and
yoga studio, spa portico, and a library with 24ft
aquarium. 24/7 security and concierge—in
addition to the multilingual Park Hyatt hotel staff—
are there to assist you anytime day or night.
Expansive spaces that feature custom details, the
finest natural finishes, and the most dynamic views
of Central Park - ONE57 has redefined luxury
NewYork living.
Extell, one of the city’s most active
developers in recent years, started the
new tall building binge in the Plaza
district with his One57 mixed-use tower
at 157 West 57th Street. Be the first to
call it home. This prized A line boasts
truly stunning views that perfectly
frame Central Park with interiors by
Thomas Juul-Hansen.
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